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CENTRAL MESSAGE
Cost analysis of “one-stop-shop” Hybrid Operation Room use in 

General Th oracic Surgery reveals a cost savings of over $ 5000 per 
case, when compared to multiple appointment non-Hybrid use. 

OBJECTIVE
Th e use of the Hybrid OR was fi rst reported in 2013 for 

intraoperative localization of lung lesions [1]. In the past decade, 
Electromagnetic Navigation Bronchoscopy (ENB) emerged as a 
useful technology for lung localization for biopsies and marking of 
lung lesions, or deployment of fi ducials markers [2]. 

Th ese days, the combination of Hybrid OR and ENB for lung 
lesion localization has shown a signifi cant increase in the accuracy 
of diagnosis and treatment, which become viable and suitable in 
selected patients [3].

Th e advent of the Hybrid OR on-table CT-scan created the 
opportunity for innovative, stream-lined approaches to diagnosis, 
staging, and ultimately, treatment for the thoracic surgical oncologist 
[4,5].

Th e fi nancial impact for the institution however, and whether 
there is a substantial return on investment is currently unknown. 
We therefore analyzed the cost of 35 consecutive hybrid OR cases 
compared to historical data on non-Hybrid OR cases.

METHODS
An IRB approved (AU1128265-7) prospective database review of 

35 consecutive patients was performed. Patients underwent diff erent 
combinations of navigation bronchoscopy, endobronchial ultrasound 

(EBUS), CT-guided biopsy, and image-guided thoracoscopic surgical 
resection (iVATS), as indicated, in the Hybrid OR. Th e costs of the 
procedures were available via the department fi nancial reporting. 
Costs of a comparative non-Hybrid OR setting were modeled (Figure 
1) by using an aggregated formula, using departmental cross charges 
and assuming patient pathway would be the same. Th e formula was 
determined as followed:
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where BroncoscopyCost  is described as the direct bronchoscopy cross-

charge costs from department. Where YielddifferenceDummy  is a dummy 

variable used to describe the occurrence of a non-surgical procedure 
with only bronchoscopy and/or CT Guided percutaneous biopsy to 
address the exclusion of advanced guidance within the Hybrid OR 

with Cone beam CT technology. Where YielddifferenceCost  is stated 

as the implied costs of re-biopsy, taken the yield diff erence between 
non-Hybrid and Hybrid OR of 20%, given the diff erence in diagnostic 
yield defi ned and described in the NAVIGATE trial for ENB [6,7] in 
(non-Hybrid) compared to diagnostic yield in a Hybrid setting [3] 

given the lack of navigational technology. Where NavigationonlyDummy  

describes the occurrence of a navigational bronchoscopy procedure 
only where no follow-up procedures occurred to address the need 

Figure 1: A: Overview of total cost using direct and indirect cost measures for the diff erent modalities of Hybrid and non-Hybrid operation room (OR) use. B: 
Example of assessment of yield, complication rate, and associated cost for bronchoscopy and CT-guided biopsy.
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Figure 2: Non-Hybrid Operation Room cost compared to Hybrid Operation Room. Costs were taken from actual hospital data and modeled with the cost for 
repeat procedures due to yield and added cost for complication and additional hospital admission.

for general anesthesia in a non-Hybrid setting for navigational 
bronchoscopes. Where OccurenceGA  describes the chance of using 
general anesthesia, estimated to be 81.4% following literate [7] and 
where GACosts  describes the direct costs for general anesthesia. 

Where PercutaneousCost  describes the direct cross-charge for non-

hybrid CT Guided costs. Where pneumotoraxDummy  is a dummy 
variable used to describe the occurrence of an unsuccessful CT guided 
biopsy followed by a surgical biopsy to address the elevated chance 
of pneumothorax. Where pneumotoraxCost  describes the direct costs 
of pneumothorax with chest tube given the chance of occurrence. 
Where SurgicalCost  describes the direct cross-charged costs for the 
individual surgical procedure and where LobedifferenceDummy  is a 
dummy variable to describe the occurrence of multiple to address that 
these procedures would have required an more advanced procedures 
eg., lobectomies due to no availability of iVATS in the non-Hybrid 
setting. At last, LobedifferenceCost describes the direct costs diff erence 

between a surgical wedge and lobectomy for non-palpablelesions 
instead of limited resection via iVATS.

Th e “one-stop-shop” solution of the hybrid OR eliminated the 
usual involvement of diff erent locations and multiple appointments, 
each associated with their own diagnostic yield, morbidity and cost.

RESULTS
34/35 (97%) patients had a successful same day diagnosis using 

a combination of techniques in the Hybrid OR. Th e overall cost in 
the Hybrid OR was lower ($ 194,487) compared to the non-Hybrid 
environment ($ 250,124). Th is was mainly driven by the clear cost 
advantage of the 11 surgical cases. Th e cost of these surgical cases in 
the Hybrid OR amounted to $ 80,823, compared to $ 134,834 if the 
procedures would have been performed without the benefi t of the 
Hybrid OR (Figure 2).

Th e cost for 24 non-surgical (bronchoscopy and percutaneous) 

procedures was higher in the Hybrid OR setting ($ 113,664) compared 
to the costs calculated from a non-OR setting ($ 111,857), although 
this diff erence is less than2%.

Our modeling revealed that the need for additional diagnostic 
procedures, if performed in a non-Hybrid OR setting, would result 
in additional costs of $ 5,043 per case. Th is was due to lower yield, 
higher complication rate and additional direct/ in-direct costs when 
performed in a non-Hybrid OR setting.

CONCLUSION
Th e Hybrid-OR is an established concept in cardiac and vascular 

surgery that is receiving increased attention in general thoracic 
surgery due to its value in streamlining diagnosis and treatment for 
lung cancer patients [4,5]. 

As the return of investment and fi nancial impact of new 
technology is key to its broader adoption, in this report we focused 
on the fi nancial impact of the Hybrid OR in general thoracic surgery. 

An important element in our cost analysis is the availability of 
granular data on departmental costs associated with the Hybrid OR 
and the procedures in the control arm, thus avoiding the need for 
estimation or extrapolation through charges and billing algorithms 
and providing a real-life example of incurred costs. However, the 
total costs associated with the procedures in the non-Hybrid OR arm 
required a model for occurrence of additional procedures subsequent 
to lower diagnostic yield or higher complications [3,6]. On the 
other hand, cost data for each procedure was obtained from the 
departmental cost database within the same institution, eliminating 
hospital and regional diff erences in the cost assessment.

Our key fi nding is that the “same-day-diagnosis to treatment” 
paradigm is more cost eff ective than multiple procedures performed 
by multiple providers and multiple appointments. Furthermore, the 
Hybrid OR one-day approach leads to over $ 5000 savings per case 
compared to multiple procedures and multiple appointments. Th e 
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main source of saving was the lower occurrence of complications and 
higher diagnostic accuracy, avoiding subsequent procedures. We see 
that for non-surgical cases the costs tend to be similar, driven by the 
increased diagnostic capabilities in the Hybrid OR setting. 

In conclusion, the Hybrid OR off ers an economical and 
streamlined approach to the treatment of lung cancer, the signifi cance 
of which lies in the improved survival seen in earlier treatment of 
early-stage lung cancers.
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